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Purpose of Study
¾

To study CMI Secondary 3 students learning scientific
reasoning with interactive computer‐based multiple
representation in English in terms of :
 their learning outcomes: genetics reasoning and
constructed understanding of genetics in writing
 their new experience of learning genetics in English and
learning English through genetics
¾ To use the findings and their implications to inform practice
in the school ( to help some Secondary 3 CMI students to switch
to EMI in Secondary 4 year)

Theoretical Framework (1)
¾ Learning with multiple external representations (MERs): language,
graphics, tables, images, gestures, actions, etc.
¾ Functions supporting learning (Ainsworth, 1999)
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Theoretical Framework (2)
¾ Vygotsky’s (1986, 1978) developmental and
sociocultural ideas about learning
 Language (or computer) as thinking tool mediating learning
• language as the logical and analytical thinking‐tool
• thoughts expressed in words and come into being through words

 role of social interactions in learning
• Internalisation and reconstruction of initial external activities
• transformation from inter‐ to intra‐personal psychological processes

 zone of proximal development
• the area between the tasks a student can do without assistance and
those that require help

BioLogica: An interactive computer
program with dynamically linked MERs
¾ Linked Multiple External Representations (MERs) of
genetics at different levels of organisation for users to
explore the phenomenon of genetics
¾ Organism Æ Cell Æ chromosome Æ DNAÆ gene
¾ A change at one level ÅÆ a change at another level
¾ (Interactions constrained by Mendel’s two laws of genetics and
molecular model of the DNA/gene)

Dynamically Linked MERs in BioLogica

Predict‐Observe‐Explain (White & Gunstone, 1992) Task with MERs

Research Design
¾ An action research project using qualitative case‐based design with multiple
data sources: computer log files, pretest and posttests 1 and 2 (paper‐and‐
pencil tests ) , classroom observations and group interviews
¾ Learning experience with:


BioLogica – a computer‐mediated learning environment in English

 resources from online bilingual dictionaries and glossary;
 teachers’ briefing and scaffolding in Cantonese with mixed code, and
written feedback on log files in English
¾Participating students: Group A (S3; n=10); Group B (S3/S4; n=14) (only the
results the first group are reported in this presentation)
¾all S3 students in the sample are CMI students who had been learning
through Chinese as the MOI since S1 and had not learned genetics before

Six Types of Genetics Reasoning
(Tsui & Treagust, 2003)
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Two‐tier Test (Treagust, 1988) Sample (Tsui, 2008) :

FIRST TIER (Knowledge accuracy)
Which of the following best describes thalassaemia (地中海貧血症),
a common genetic disorder in Hong Kong, in the given pedigree
(family tree)?

*A. Recessive B. Dominant C. Cannot tell
*correct answer (Genetics Reasoning Type IV)

Two‐tier Test (Treagust, 1988) Sample (Tsui, 2008) :

SECOND TIER (Reasoning accuracy)
Reason for the question in the previous slide
A. Only one of the three children in the second generation has the
genetic disorder.
B. Both the Mr Chan in the first generation and his daughter have
the genetic disorder
*C. Ming-wah in the third generation has the genetic disorder but
his parents do not have it.
D. The genetic disorder can be either recessive or dominant.
*Correct answer

(Genetics Reasoning Type IV)

Research Progress Over 9 Weeks
(3 April-28 May 2008)
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Results (1) Meaning‐making of Terms
(Pretest and Posttest1: matching/filling‐in‐blanks questions)
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Results (2) Genetics Reasoning
(based on two‐tier MC Questions in Posttest2)

No. of Correctly
Answered Questions

Posttest2 consisted of 12 two-tier questions
(2 questions per each reasoning type)

(Mary was absent )

Results (3) Expressing ideas in Written English (Log files)
Written samples from students’ Log files of English skills:
¾ What is a log file ? (A sample of Peter’s log file)
¾ Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills (BICS)
 Description of observations (e.g., Betty’s words)
 Description of own experience (e.g., Michael words)
¾ Cognitive Academic Language Skills (CALP)
 Scientific Definition (e.g, Amy’s words)
 Scientific Explanations (e.g., Ken’s words)
¾ Students progressively developed, at their own pace, both
their BICS and CALP through the BioLogica activities

Results(4):Learning Experiences: Students’ Voices (Interview)
“One the one hand, we have to be concerned learning genetics knowledge. On
the other hand, we have to learn new vocabulary. In this way, we have to learn
two new kinds of knowledge simultaneously. It is rather difficult to adapt to such
learning” (Ken) < On difficulty of learning science in English at the same time >
“…because we have not used English in science since Form 1… now we seem to
be clear about the concepts but cannot express them (in English)” (Peter) < On
difficult y of expressing concepts in English >
“Also some language problem; sometimes we don’t know how to express or
explain it; sometimes we don’t know how to spell those new words (Mary) < On
difficulty of expressing understanding in English >
“I think that it would probably be clearer if a correct answer is given to us than
giving us just a comment “(Amy) < On certainty in learning >
“We should take notes! Make some good notes. If we have to start from the
beginning once again, it would waste us much time.” (Betty) < On a useful
learning strategy by taking notes >

Preliminary findings
¾ Students enjoyed their first‐ever experience of learning
genetics through English in the multi‐mediated learning
environment using BioLogica software.
¾ Many students were able to develop their understanding and
used it reasoning and solving problems in BioLogica activities
and some displayed good reasoning in the two‐tier posttest.
¾ Most students learned some English − basic interpersonal
communicative skills (BICS) and cognitive academic language
competence (CALP) (Cummins, 1999) but were unable to fully
express their understanding in writing.
¾ Dynamically linked multiple representations, social interactions
with their peers, bilingual resources, teacher support and
feedback all contributed to students’ learning.

Implications
¾ Learning with multiple external representations (MERs) or
with multimodal approach is a sound way of learning science in
Hong Kong schools with rich ICT resources
¾ Students’ mother‐tongue knowledge and mixed code linguistic
resources is one important MER for improving understanding
¾ New but interesting topics in science such as genetics can be
useful content‐based materials for CMI students to learn English
(BICS and CALP) − without interference from prior knowledge of
the topic in their first language
¾ Our study has demonstrated that Vygotsky’s developmental
and sociocultural perspectives can be relevant to learning in Hong
Kong classrooms.
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